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Signal Locations

The following signals will be rebuilt on Downing adjacent to Wash Park:

- Downing St & Virginia Ave
- Downing St & Kentucky Ave
- Downing St & Louisiana Ave

- Signal timing improvements will include Downing & Exposition as well as the above listed intersections.
As a part of Mill Levy 13 signal rebuild project, DOTI is rebuilding pedestrian curb ramps, signal equipment and update signal timing to current standards. This will include:
detection for bikes.

1. One signal head indication above each travel lane.

2. Update signal timing and adding Leading Pedestrian Intervals (LPI).

3. Install reliable detection for bikes.
• Infrastructure upgrade
• Add Leading Pedestrian Interval
• 3 section Flashing Yellow Arrow
Downing St. & Kentucky Ave.

- Infrastructure upgrade
- Add Leading Pedestrian Interval
Downing St. & Louisiana Ave.

- Infrastructure upgrade
- Remove free westbound right turn and add 60’ of right turn storage
- Smaller turn radius
- Add Leading Pedestrian Interval
- Add northbound left turn green arrow.
Schedule

Construction Schedule: Now - Late Fall 2020

Signal Timing Improvement: Fall - December 2020
Consultant will finalize signal timing along Downing adjacent to Wash Park. The schedule might be extended depending on traffic patterns due to Covid-19